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 Midlife is usually a wake-up call, a time to change the overall game plan and determine how to
come out solid and play the next half with renewed focus. In this book you will learn: What
matters most for you now How so when to achieve your dreams How to stay on track The next
phase in existence can be lived in different ways and more meaningfully than your first phase,
nonetheless it is up to you to create it happen! Are you lately retired? Are you an empty nester
or brand-new grandparent? Are you suffering from health issues or menopause? Are you
encountering all the above? Have you got unexplored passions you wish to start? Welcome to
halftime in the overall game of lifestyle.This book is approximately Making Your Life Happen!
We get a second chance inside our Next 50 Years to accomplish it different, better, smarter. But,
there is no script for how exactly we live these years, therefore we need to create our own. A
Certified Project Manager and Wellness Coach, Vickie coaches others to attain their dreams and
live content, healthy, productive lives, utilizing the tools she obtained throughout her career.
Has the joy disappeared from your own career?
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One Star nothig is useful. waiste of money. Wow!. This book filled in all the blanks for me
personally and in a way in addition has given me the authorization I needed to live the type of
life I wish to be living today. MAKE LIFE HAPPEN... So I am about to turn 47 and the universe will
need to have know this would be a great reserve for me to read. The author talks about how "We
just can't live the second half of our lives the way we lived the 1st half." I love this quote so very
much, I want her to make T-shirts with this onto it. Vickie discusses menopause, hormonal shifts,
retirement, and her formula for passion, promise, planning and Pause ( rest and relaxation). I also
had to research a chapter on Kaizen that i didn't know what it was but now I really do... She
thoroughly explores many of the issues that women face later in life. Many thanks Vickie. Once
we can't all possess an individual life coach, this simple, straightforward guide can help
everyone end up being proactive, not reactive; Vickie certainly is definitely breaking the molds
of retired grandmas that we all have as she encourages to live life with passion, guarantee,
planning with reviews and rewards. It really is packed full of thought provoking information
regarding living through menopause and into the next 50 years with meaningful enthusiasm and
purpose. Vickie shares practical strategies on how best to actually make your targets and dreams
possible while paying close attention to your overall health and well-being. The writer offers a
ton of tips regarding healthful eating and exercising that is appropriate from what she gracefully
identifies as the afternoon portion of your life.This is a must read book for every women over
the age of 45. The insight and wisdom you will gain is definitely priceless. Vickie's book
describes the sensation women like us more than 50 feel and realize we have been not by
yourself in those feelings of what's next and what will the rest of life have in store.. An
inspirational read for each and every woman over 40!We also got a big chuckle from the Carlton
Cards estimate she used, "The 7 menopausal Dwarfs: Itchy, Bitchy, Sweaty, Bloaty, Sleepy,
Forgetful and psyco!" The best is yet to come! Let this author assist you to start making your life
happen! The writer has created a roadmap right here that will guide you to the next half of
existence in a manner that is usually freeing and thrilling. By looking over your shoulder to your
history encounter and letting Vicki guide you in evaluating your intentions and goals, you will be
on the path to your own next greatest 50 years. I recommend this publication to all females
feeling like they want a wind within their sail. This is normally a robust story from begin to
finish, as Vicki personally demonstrates how she arranged her personal milestones for fulfilling
her dreams. Let her demonstrate how! Vickie is so right when she says, “How I live the next 50
years will be different compared to the first 50 years. Don't simply sit there in your pension..
Long gone are the days of ladies sitting around waiting for grey hair, wrinkles, a cane and
grandkids. It's a whole new world for us older ladies, and Vicki Baker provides hope, health and
joy to all of us over 40 goddesses. I really like how she calls it "meno-pause" because, yep, it's
just a pause before we move ahead to your next great life adventure. instead of being afraid of
aging, Vicki empowers you to trust that the very best is however to come! It's never too past
due!Kim Robinson Neto, CHHC, writer of Stop Surviving, Start Thriving: Find Your Perfect
Stability in a Not-So-Perfect World Make your Life Happen... I love the way you laid out your
book with everything . in Your Next Best 50 Years I received an advanced copy of the book as
well as your Next Best 50 Years is a quick, easy fun continue reading living your best life in the
afternoon you will ever have. I loved scanning this book. Your Next Best 50 Years is an excellent
guide how to reinvent the life that you have always wished to lead no matter your age. Make
your life happen essential read for everyone as we get a little older. Love this book! This a lovely
book about a gorgeous life continuing and positively growing emotionally and physically at
night age of 50. You are as early as you feel! This book demonstrates how to create yourself up



for the fantastic years before you. The best is yet to come and I love how Vickie manuals you to
know exactly how to achieve all you want in life no matter what your age group!. I really enjoyed
how Vickie explained how exactly to leverage these same strategies on personal goals. As a
woman over 50 and just starting to reinvent my entire life, this publication is a jewel. Reading
this book has changed my entire life with techniques that I knew were possible, but didn’t yet
have the formula had a need to put into action to the fullest. I as well became dissatisfied with
my entire life and was searching for something more meaningful. Not merely with my
profession, but with my spiritual self. Many of us have discovered the hard way that no medical
expert can know you better than you know yourself - and you also absolutely should be your
own best advocate... Vickie's reserve describes the sensation women like us more than 50
experience and realize we have been not . Joy! As a woman in her early 40's I could see how
knowing these things will help me changeover into 'the greatest is however to come' section of
my life! Next 50 Years - TAKE IT On! Thanks, Vickie, because of this refreshing reminder of
empowerment. As we all get older (yes, especially us women), the significance of watching your
body is definitely paramount. Vickie's book nailed it for me personally and is so i'm all over this!
I absolutely love this book! solid, self-sufficient and satisfied; and make sure that the
"afternoon" in life is the absolute best chapter yet!! Project Management for Health & I received
an advanced complimentary copy of Your Next Ideal 50 years and although I am not 40 yrs . old
yet, I found a lot of worth in this publication. I would recommend this book, not just for ladies
over forty, but also thirty-somethings like me. The author Vickie Baker, provides laid the
groundwork so that you can easily have the ability to apply her four-step goal setting
formulation to making your daily life happen on your conditions within the parameters of the
80/20 guideline landscape she defines.( I won't give it away- appearance it up) The writer makes
this a great read about how to have fun while continually improving yourself. I particularly
enjoyed her debate of menopause, since it is a subject that often isn't discussed enough. "Your
Next Greatest 50 Years" is a great read for just about any woman who would like to become
proactive about obtaining the most out of her lifestyle. Linda Hirsh Great read for ladies! I love
how you organized your book with everything we have to make the second half of our lives even
better than the first. I function in "Corporate America" as a Project Manager and incredibly
focused on arranging and executing on projects at work to operate a vehicle business outcomes
for my company.. That is essential read for professional ladies looking to accomplish great items
and improve their health and happiness outside of the office.
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